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SOLID MECHANICS

CHAPTER - 1
MECHANICS
1.1 FORCE
Force may be defined as a push or pull which produces or tends to produce a change in the state of
rest or of uniform motion of a body or change in the direction of motion of the body.
F = ma
Force = mass × acceleration
This is the fundamental equation of motion which gives the measurement of force. It is a vector
equation.
1.1.1 Effects of a Force
1. Change the motion
2. Change the direction
3. Change the size or shape
4. Give rise to internal stresses
1.1.2 Characteristics of Force
1.
KN etc.)
2. The line of action or direction of the force may be taken with respect to reference lines.
3. Its point of application, that is the point on the body at which forces acts.
4. Sense or nature of the force (Push or Pull)

Magnitude
(100kN)

Point of Application
Line of Action
(Direction)
Object

Sense (Push)

1.1.3 Classification of Forces
1. According to the Nature of Force
(i) Action (R ) and Reaction (R)

Reaction
R
R
Body
Reaction is always
perpendicular to the
surface

Plain Surface
R´
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WORKBOOK
Example 1. A four-bar linkage (the fourth link [ u = 0]
is the fixed part) shown in Figure below carries
1
forces as shown. For a given value of = 35°, 200 2 s1 cos 35
determine the force Q for equilibrium of the
1
linkage.
Q
s1 sin 35
300N
2
Q = 1142.55 N
B
C
Q
= 35°

0

Example 2. A crank and connecting rod
arrangement is shown in Figure 6.5. The force p
on the piston is p = 250 N. Determine the
moment, M, acting on the crank under
equilibrium conditions, making use of the
principle of virtual work.

200N

A

300( s1 cos 35 )

D

(a)

Piston

300N
s2

s1

C

B

200N

1
2
A

P=250N

s7

Q

s1

s3

s1

1
s3
2

Draw the FBD of the entire system and define
the independent coordinates.
Solution.
M
L

R

P

=35°
(b)

D

Solution.
A line sketch of the linkage is redrawn in Figure
(b). As discussed earlier, the given system has
one degree of freedom. The dashed lines in the
figure show that the effect of a virtual rotation
causes the virtual displacement s1, of B to be
directed perpendicular to AB. Because of
symmetry, the virtual displacement of C is equal
to that of B while the virtual displacements of
forces of 200 and 300 N are one-half of s1.
We now apply the concept that work is the
product of a force and its component of
displacement in the direction of the force; the
virtual work displacement gives

x

x

The system has a single independent degree of
freedom, viz. .
Give a virtual angular displacement
to crank.
The virtual displacement of the piston will be
x. Use the principle of virtual work.
[ u = 0]
M.
+p. x=0
We shall now develop an equation for x in
terms of .
From the diagram, we see that
R sin = L sin
R
or sin
sin
L
and
x = R cos + L cos
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CHAPTER - 2
STRESS AND STRAIN
2.1 STRESS ( )
When a material is subjected to an external force, a resisting force is set up within the component.
The internal resistance force per unit area acting on a material or intensity of the forces distributed
over a given section is called the stress at a point.
(i) It uses original cross section area of the specimen and also known as engineering stress or
conventional stress.
P
Therefore,
A
P

P

P

Where P is expressed in Newton (N) and A, original area, in square meters (m), the stress
be expressed in N/m2. This unit is called Pascal (Pa).
(ii) As Pascal is a small quantity, in practice, multiples of this unit is used.
103 Pa

1kPa

6

10 3 N / m 2
6

2

1MPa

10 Pa

10 N / m

1GPa

10 9 Pa

10 9 N / m 2

1N / mm

will

(kPa = Kilo Pascal)
(MPa = Mega Pascal)

2

(GPa = Giga Pascal)

Let us take an example: A rod 10 mm 10 mm cross-section is carrying an axial tensile load 10
kN. In this rod the tensile stress developed is given by

P
A

1

10kN
10 103 N
100N / mm2 100MPa
(10mm 10mm) 100mm2

The resultant of the internal forces for an axially loaded member is normal to a section cut
perpendicular to the member axis.
The force intensity on the shown section is defined as the normal stress.
P

F
Q

P

lim
A

0

F
A

and

avg

A

P

P
A
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CHAPTER - 3
PRINCIPAL STRESS & STRAIN
3.1 STATES OF STRESS
3.1.1 Uni-Axial Stress
Only one non-zero principal stress, i.e. 1.
Right side figure represents Uni-axial state of stress.

Area

1

1

3.1.2 Bi-Axial Stress
One principal stress equals zero, two do not, i.e. 1 >
Right side figure represents Bi-axial state of stress.

3;

2=

0

2

1
1

2

3.1.3 Tri-Axial Stress
Three non-zero principal stresses,
i.e. 1 > 2 > 3
Right side figure represents Tri axial state of stress.
2

3

1
1

3

2

3.1.4 Isotropic Stress
Three principal stresses
are equal, i.e. 1 = 2 = 3
Right side figure represents Isotropic state of stress.
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CHAPTER - 4
BENDING MOMENT AND SHEAR FORCE DIAGRAM
4.1 SHEAR FORCE AND BENDING MOMENT
At first we try to understand what shear force is and what is mending moment?
We will not introduce any other co-ordinate system. We use general co-ordinate axis as shown in
the figure.

This system will be followed in shear force and bending moment diagram and in deflection of
beam. Here downward direction will be negative i.e. negative Y-axis. Therefore downward
deflection of the beam will be treated as negative.
Some books fix a co-ordinate axis as shown in the following figure.

Here downward direction will be positive i.e. positive Y-axis. Therefore downward deflection of
the beam will be treated as positive. As beam is generally deflected in downward directions and
this co-ordinate system treats downward deflection is positive deflection.
cut by a section X-X, we see that the applied force tend to displace the left-hand portion of the
beam relative to the right hand portion, which is fixed in the wall. This tendency is resisted by
internal forces between the two parts of the beam. At the cut section a resistance shear force (Vx)
and a bending moment (Mx) is induced. This resistance shear force and the bending moment at the
cut section is shown in the left hand and right hand portion of the cut beam.

Using the three equations of equilibrium.
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ESE OBJ QUESTIONS
1. In fig.
350N
+ve

O

A

(a)

350N
100N
C
B
50N

A

C

E

100N
+ve
D

(b)
E

O

A

E

50N
350N

350N

The shear force diagram of a single overhanging
beam is shown in figure. One simple support is

(c) A
A

C

E

E

the beam is

(d)
[CE ESE - 2018]
C
(a) 800 N
(b) 600 N
(c) 400 N
(d) 200 N
4. A beam of overall length l, with equal
overhangs on both sides, carries a uniformly
2. Two persons weighing W each are sitting on distributed load the entire length. To have
L numerically equal bending moments at the
a plank of length L floating on water, at
centre of the beam and at its supports, the
4
distance between the supports should be
from either end. Neglecting the weight of the
[CE ESE - 2015]
plank, the bending moment at the middle point
(a) 0.277l
(b) 0.403l
of the plank is
(c) 0.586l
(d) 0.707l
[CE ESE - 2018]
WL
WL
5. A simply supported beam is subjected to a
(a)
(b)
16
64
couple at a section within its span. It will
produce
WL
(c)
(d) Zero
1. SF diagram of zero magnitude
8
2. Uniformly varying triangular BM diagram
3. The bending moment diagram of a beam is 3. Sudden change in sign of BM at the point of
application of the couple
shown in the figure
Equal and opposite reactions at supports. Which
C
of the statements are correct?
[CE ESE - 2015]
(a)
1
and
2
(b)
2
and 3
D E
B
A
(c) 3 and 4
(d) 1 and 4
6. The bending moment at C for the beam
The shear force diagram of the beam is shown in the figure is
represented by ?
[CE ESE - 2015]
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CHAPTER - 5
DEFLECTION OF BEAM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
1.We know that the axis of a beam deflects from its initial position under action of applied forces.
2.In this chapter we will learn how to determine the elastic deflections of a beam.
5.1.1 Selection of Co-ordinate Axis
We will not introduce any other co-ordinate system. We use general co-ordinate axis as shown in
the figure. This system will be followed in deflection of beam and in shear force and bending
moment diagram. Here downward direction will be negative i.e. negative Y-axis. Therefore
downward deflection of the beam subjected to a given loading where we will use the formula,

d2 y

Mx .
dx 2
Some books fix a co-ordinate axis as shown in the following figure. Here downward direction will
be positive i.e. positive Y-axis. Therefore downward deflection of the beam will be treated as
positive. As beam is generally deflected in downward directions and this coordinate system treats
downward deflection is positive deflection.
EI

To determine the value of deflection of beam subjected to a given loading where we will use the
d2y
Mx .
formula, EI 2
dx
5.1.2 Why to calculate the deflections
1. To prevent cracking of attached brittle materials
2. To make sure the
3. To help analyzing statically indeterminate structures.
4. Information on deformation characteristics of members is essential in the study of vibrations of
machines
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GATE QUESTIONS
1. The figure shows a simply supported beam 4. A beam of length L is carrying a uniformly
PQ of uniform flexural rigidity El carrying two distributed load w per unit length. The flexural
moments M and 2M
rigidity of the beam is EI. The reaction at the
M
2M
simple support at the right end is
Q

P
L/3

L/3

The slope at P will be
(a) 0
(c) ML/(6EI)

L/3

[GATE - 2018]
(b) ML/(9EI)
(d) ML/(3EI)

wL
(a)
2
2. Two prismatic beams having the same
2
wL
flexural rigidity of 1000 kN-m are shown in the (c)
figures.
4
6kN/m

5. A simply supported beam of length 2L is
subjected to a moment M at the mid-point x =0
as shown in the figure. The deflection in the
domain 0 x L is given by
Mx
W
(L x)(x c)
12EIL

1

4m
120kN

2

1m

[GATE - 2016]
3wL
(b)
8
wL
(d)
8

1m

moment of inertia and c is a constant (to be
If the mid-span deflections of these beams are
determined).
denoted by 1 and 2 (as indicated in the
figures), the correct option is
[GATE - 2017]
(a) 1 = 2
(b) 1 < 2
(c) 1 > 2
(d) 1 >> 2
3. A simply supported rectangular concrete
beam of span 8m has to be span 8m has to be
prestressed with a force of 1600 kN. The tendon
is of parabolic profile having zero eccentricity
at the supports. The beam has to carry an
external uniformly distributed load of intensity
30 kN/m. Neglecting the self-weight of the
beam, the maximum dip (in meters, up to two
decimal places) of the tendon at the mid span
to balance the external load should be ____
[GATE - 2017]

The slope at the center x = 0 is
(a) ML/(2EI)
(c) ML/(6EI)

[GATE - 2016]
(b) ML/(3EI)
(d) ML/(12EI)

6. A 3 m long simply supported beam of
uniform cross section is subjected to a
uniformly distributed load of w = 20 kN/m in
the central 1 m as shown in the figure.
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CHAPTER - 6
BENDING & SHEAR STRESSES
6.
Equation
M E
y
I
R
Where is bending Stress
M is bending moment
I is moment of inertia
E is modulus of elasticity
R is radius of curvature
y is distance of the fibre from NA (Neutral axis)

or (Bending Stress Formula) or Bending

6.2 ASSUMPTIONS IN SIMPLE BENDING THEORY
All of the foregoing theory has been developed for the case of pure bending i.e. constant B.M.
along the length of the beam. In such case
1. The shear force at each c/s is zero.
2. Normal stress due to bending is only produced.
3. Beams are initially straight.
4. The material is homogenous and isotropic i.e. it has a uniform composition and its mechanical
properties are the same in all directions.
5. The stress strain relationship is linear and elastic.
6.
7. Sections are symmetrical about the plane of bending.
8. Sections which are plane before bending remain plane after bending.
6.3

max

t

Mc1
I

;

min

c

Mc2 (Minimum in sense of sign)
I

6.4 SECTION MODULUS (Z)
I
Z
y
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GATE QUESTIONS
1. An 8 m long simply-supported elastic beam
of rectangular cross-section (100 mm × 200
mm) is subjected to a uniformly distributed load
of 10 kN/m over its entre span. The maximum
principal stress (in MPa, up to two decimal
places) at a point located at the extreme
compression edge of a cross-section and at 2 m
from the support is ________.
[GATE - 2018]

50mm
10mm

10mm
50mm

[GATE - 2013]

2. A cantilever beam of length 2 m with a
square section of side length 0.1 m is loaded 5.
vertically at the free end. The vertical in bending theory implies
displacement at the free end is 5 mm. The beam

[GATE - 2013]
(a) Strain profile is linear
10 N/m . The maximum bending stress at the (b) Stress profile is linear
fixed end of the cantilever is
(c) Both profiles are linear
[GATE - 2018] (d) Shear deformation is neglected
(a) 20.0 MPa
(b) 37.5 MPa
(c) 60.0 MPa
(d) 75.0 MPa
6. The maximum tensile stress at the section X11

2

3. Two beams are connected by a linear spring
as shown in the following figure. For a load P as
shown in the figure, the percentage of the
applied load P carried by the spring is ______.
P
L
EI

X shown in the figure below is
L/3
L/3
L/3
X

b
P

d/2
d/2

d

X
L/2

L/2

[GATE - 2008]
8P
6P
EI
(a)
(b)
bd
bd
4P
2P
[GATE - 2015] (c)
(d)
bd
bd
4. A symmetric I-section (with width of each
flange = 50 mm, thickness of web = 10 mm) of 7. For the component loaded with a force F as
steel is subjected to a shear force of 100 kN. shown in the figure, the axial stress at the comer
Find the magnitude of the shear stress (in point P is
N/mm2) in the web at its junction with the top
flange
3

Ks=3EI(2L )
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ESE OBJ QUESTIONS
1. A steel wire of 20mm diameter is bent into a
circular shape of 10m radius. If E, the modulus
of elasticity, is 2
106 kg/cm2, then the
maximum tensile stress induced in the wire is,
nearly
[CE ESE - 2018]
(a) 2 103= kg/cm2
(b) 4 103 kg/cm2
(c) 2 104 kg/cm2
(d) 4 104 kg/cm2

5. A homogenous prismatic simply supported
beam is subjcted to point load F. The load can
be placed anywhere along the span of the beam.
The very maximum flexural stress developed in
the beam is
[CE ESE - 2017]

2. A long rod of uniform rectangular section
with thickness t, originally straight, is bent into
the form of a circular arch with displacement d
at the mid-point of span I. The displacement d
may be regarded as small as compared to the
length l. The longitudinal surface strain is
[CE ESE - 2018]
2td
4td
(a) 2
(b) 2

(a)

(c)

8td

(d)

2

3. In fig
0.5m
A

16td
2

250N

C
1.2m

B
1.2m

A horizontal bar of 40 mm diameter solid
section is 2.40 m long and is rigidly held at both
ends so that no angular rotation occurs axially
or circumferentially at the ends (as shown in
figure). The maximum tensile stress in the bar is
nearly
[CE ESE - 2018]
(a) 12.2 N/mm2
(b) 13.7 N/mm2
(c) 15.2 N/mm2
(d) 16.7 N/mm2
4. In the case of a rectangular beam subjected to
a transverse shearing force, the ratio of
maximum shear stress to average shear stress is
[CE ESE - 2018]
(a) 0.75
(b) 1.00
(c) 1.25
(d) 1.50

B

D
L

3FL
2BD2
2FL
(c)
3BD 2

3FL
4BD2
4FL
(d)
3BD 2
(b)

6. The span of a cantilever beam is 2m. The
dcross section of the beam is a hollow square
with external sides 10mm; and its 1 = 4 105
mm4. The safe bending stress for the beam
material is 100 N/mm2. The safe concentrated
load at the free end would be
[CE ESE - 2017]
(a) 100 N
(b) 200 N
(c) 300 N
(d) 400 N
7. Consider the following statements:
1. The shear stress distribution across the
section of a circular shaft subjected to twisting
varies parabolically.
2. The shear stress at the centre of a circular
shaft under twisting moment is zero
3. The shear stress at the extreme fibres of a
circular shaft under twisting moment is
maximum.
Which of the above statements is/are correct?
[CE ESE - 2017]
(a) 1, 2 and 3
(b) 1 only
(c) 2 only
(d) 3 only
8. Assertion (A): The failure surface of an
axially loaded mild steel tension specimen of
circular cross-section is along a plane at 45 to
the axis of the specimen.
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CHAPTER - 7
TORSION, THIN & THICK CYLINDER
7.1 INTRODUCTION
1.
-section,
which supports gears, sprockets, wheels, rotors, etc. and which is subjected to torsion and to
transverse or axial loads acting singly or in combination.
2.
3.
h as line shaft, head shaft, stub shaft, transmission shaft,
countershaft, and flexible shaft are names associated with special usage.
7.2 TORSION OF CIRCULAR SHAFTS
1. Equation
T G
Torsion Equation,
R J
L
Where j is polar moment of inertia
is shear stress induced due to torsion T
G is modulus of rigidity
is angular deflection or shaft
R, L is shaft radius and length respectively.

7.2.1 Assumptions
1. The bar is acted upon by a pure torque
2. The section under consideration is remote from the point of application of the load and from a
change in diameter.
3. Adjacent cross sections originally plane and parallel remain and parallel after twisting, and any
radial line remains straight.
4.
s law.
5. Cross-sections rotate as if rigid, i.e. every diameter rotates through the same angle.
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SOLUTIONS
Sol.1. (a)
Dia of steel wire = 20 mm
Radius of circular shape = 10m
Modulus of elasticity, E = 2 106 kg/cm2
y = 10mm

20 mm

2

2

d

or R

8R
8d
From bending formula
E
E
2
y R
t/2
8d
y 4dt
2
E
R

Sol.3. (d)
Steel wire

M
I
f
y

From bending formula
f E
y R
E
R

f

250

125/4
250

125/4

125

2.4

2.4 m

250

R1

E
y
R

R2

6

2 10 20
10 3 kg / cm 2
10
2
f = 2 103 kg/cm2

250 125 62.5
2
2.4 2.4
250 125 62.5
2
2.4 2.4
250

f

43.75 Nm

106.25 Nm

125

R1 = 46.875 Nm

Sol.2. (b)

2.4
8

8

137.5 Nm

R2 = 203.125 N

t
12.5Nm
d
R

From property of circle
1
1
(2r d) d
.
2
2
same

43.75 Nm

106.25 Nm

R

Maximum bending stress occur at the point
of maximum bending moment
32M
max (at mid span)
d3
32 137.5 1000
=
403
= 21.88 Mpa
32M
max (at end B)
d3
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ESE OBJ QUESTIONS
1. A steel column is printed at both ends and
has a buckling load of 200 kN. If the column is
restrained against lateral movement at its mid
height, its buckling load will be
[CE ESE - 2018]
(a) 100 kN
(b) 200 kN
(c) 400 kN
(d) 800 kN

A

X

C

B
20

10

20

20

20

20

Y

2. A steel column is printed at both ends and When the temperature on this piece increases by
has a buckling load of 200 kN. If the column is 50°C, the stresses in sections A and B are
[ME ESE - 2015]
restrained against lateral movement at its mid
(a)
120
MPa
and
480
MPa
height, its buckling load will be
(b) 60 MPa and 240 MPa
[CE ESE - 2018]
(a) 100 kN
(b) 200 kN (c) 120 MPa and 120 MPa
(c) 400 kN
(d) 800 kN (d) 60 MPa and 120 MPa
3. The state of stress at a point in an elastic 5. What is the slenderness ratio of a 4 m
material, with yield stress of 200 MPa in simple column with fixed ends if its cross-section is
square of side 40 mm?
[ME ESE - 2014]
figure.
(a) 100
(b) 50
2
(c) 160
(d) 173
1.4

1.4
2

The permissible value of
theory is
(a) 75 Mpa
(c) 150 Mpa

6. A 4 m long solid round bar is used as a
column having one end fixed and the other end

by maximum strain found as 10 kN and E = 210 GPa for the
material of the bar, the diameter of the bar is
[CE ESE - 2017]
[ME ESE - 2014]
(b) 100 Mpa
(a) 50 mm
(b) 40 mm
(d) 200 Mpa
(c) 60 mm
(d) 45 mm

4. The figure shows a steel place of diameter
20 mm at A and C, and 10 mm at B. The
lengths of three section A, B and C are each
equal to 20 mm. The piece is held between two
rigid surfaces X and Y. The coefficient of linear
expansion
= 1.2 × 10 5/°C
modulus E = 2 × 105 MPa for steel:

7. An aluminium bar of 8 m length and a steel
bar of 5 mm longer in length are kept at 30°C. If
ambient temperature is raised gradually, at what
temperature the aluminium bar will elongate 5
mm longer than the steel bar (the linear
expansion coefficient for steel and aluminium
are 12 × 10 6/°C and 23 × 10 6/°C respectively)?
[ME ESE - 2014]
(a) 50.7°C
(b) 69.0°C
(c) 143.7°C
(d) 33.7°C
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